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EDGE 2000 TWO SIDED YELLOW AGGRESSIVE CUTTING PAD - 6" DIAMETER

- 6" Diameter Two Sided Cutting Pad - A 6" diameter, closed cell foam, cutting pad designed specifically for
aggressive cut cleaners to remove heavy oxidation or wet sanding marks. The closed cell design will hold the
cleaners with a minimum of splattering. The tough foam resists tearing and the rounded edges will help prevent
swirls. The thick pads are double sided so they will last twice as long as a normal pad. Must be used with the
Edge 2K Dual Action Adapter. To change the pad, simply press the release button on the adapter and the pad
will pop off. Turn the pad over and snap it back into place and you are ready to go again.

13201 Edge 2000 Two Sided Yellow Aggressive Cutting Pad - 6" Diameter

EDGE GREEN MEDIUM CUTTING PAD WITH VELCRO BACK - 6" DIAMETER 6" Diameter with Velcro Back - A 6" diameter, closed cell foam, cutting pad designed specifically for medium cut
cleaners to remove moderate oxidation or minor swirl marks. The closed cell design will hold the cleaners with a
minimum of splattering. The tough foam resists tearing and the rounded edges will help prevent swirls. Use with
a 4" diameter Velcro backing plate. To change pads, simply peel off the old pad and pop on the new pad.

13207 Edge Green Medium Cutting Pad With Velcro Back - 6" Diameter

EDGE BLUE POLISHING PAD WITH VELCRO BACK - 6" DIAMETER -

6" Diameter
with Velcro Back - A 6" diameter, closed cell foam, general purpose polishing pad with rounded edges to help
reduce burned edges and produce a high gloss finish. The polishing pad is used to apply most pre wax cleaners,
machine glazes, polymer sealants and waxes as well as buff out products applied with a cutting pad. The closed
cell design will hold the cleaners/wax with a minimum of splattering. The tough foam resists tearing and the
rounded edges will help prevent swirls. Use with a 4" diameter Velcro backing plate. To change pads, simply
peel off the old pad and pop on the new pad.

13217 Edge Blue Polishing Pad With Velcro Back - 6" Diameter

EDGE 2000 TWO SIDED WHITE FINISHING PAD - 6" DIAMETER -

6" Diameter Two
Sided Finishing Pad - A 6" diameter, closed cell foam, velvet smooth, finishing pad with rounded edges to help
reduce burned edges and produce a high gloss finish. The finishing pad is designed to buff off polymer sealants
or waxes. The super soft texture surface helps bring out a deep gloss with minimal effort. The thick pads are
double sided so they will last twice as long as a normal pad. Must be used with the Edge 2K Dual Action
Adapter. To change the pad, simply press the release button on the adapter and the pad will pop off. Turn the
pad over and snap it back into place and you are ready to go again.

13220 Edge 2000 Two Sided White Finishing Pad - 6" Diameter

EDGE WHITE FINISHING PAD WITH VELCRO BACK - 6" DIAMETER -

6" Diameter
with Velcro Back - A 6" diameter, closed cell foam, velvet smooth, finishing pad with rounded edges to help
reduce burned edges and produce a high gloss finish. The finishing pad is designed to buff off polymer sealants
or waxes. The super soft texture surface helps bring out a deep gloss with minimal effort. The tough foam
resists tearing and the rounded edges will help prevent swirls. Use with a 4" diameter Velcro backing plate. To
change pads, simply peel off the old pad and pop on the new pad.

13222 Edge White Finishing Pad With Velcro Back - 6" Diameter

EDGE SCMITT WAFFLE FACE FOAM WASH MITT - 8" DIAMETER -

8" Wash Mitt DISCONTINUED - Limited Quantities Available - The Schmitt is a super soft, waffle pattern, foam wash mitt
made from the Edge white finishing pad with a yellow foam back glued to the pad to form a pocket for your hand.
If you like using a sponge, then this is the chance to actually wear your sponge on your hand. The super soft,
closed cell foam finishing pad holds incredible amounts of suds and water. When dirty, wash in detergent, rinse
thoroughly in clean water, squeeze out the excess water and air dry.

13290 Edge Scmitt Waffle Face Foam Wash Mitt - 8" Diameter
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EDGE 2K DRIVE DUAL ACTION ADAPTER - 5/16 MALE THREAD -

5/16" Thread Dual Action Adapter - The Dual Action Adapter will mate the Edge Two Sided Pads to any orbital or dual action
buffer with a 5/16" female thread. The adapter is constructed from chrome-plated brass to insure years of
carefree use. Screw the adapter into your buffer and snap on the double sided pad. To change pads, simply
press the release button in the center of the adapter and the pad pops off. Turn over the pad and snap it back
into place and you are ready to go again.

13295 Edge 2K Drive Dual Action Adapter - 5/16 Male Thread
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